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ABSTRACT
We use the high-resolution TNG50 cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulation to ex-
plore the properties and origin of cold circumgalactic medium (CGM) gas around massive
galaxies (M? > 1011 M) at intermediate redshift (z ∼ 0.5). We discover a significant abun-
dance of small-scale, cold gas structure in the CGM of ‘red and dead’ elliptical systems,
as traced by neutral HI and MgII. Halos can host tens of thousands of discrete absorbing
cloudlets, with sizes of order a kpc or smaller. With a Lagrangian tracer analysis, we show that
cold clouds form due to strong δρ/ρ¯  1 gas density perturbations which stimulate thermal
instability. These local overdensities trigger rapid cooling from the hot virialized background
medium at ∼ 107 K to radiatively inefficient ∼ 104 K clouds, which act as cosmologically
long-lived, ‘stimulated cooling’ seeds in a regime where the global halo does not satisfy the
classic tcool/tff < 10 criterion. Furthermore, these small clouds are dominated by magnetic
rather than thermal pressure, with plasma β  1, suggesting that magnetic fields may play
an important role. The number and total mass of cold clouds both increase with resolution,
and the mgas ' 8 × 104 M cell mass of TNG50 enables the ∼ few hundred pc, small-scale
CGM structure we observe to form. Finally, we contrast against observations from the COS-
LRG, LRG-RDR, COS-Halos, and SDSS LRG surveys. We broadly find that our recent, high-
resolution cosmological simulations produce sufficiently high covering fractions of extended,
cold gas as observed to surround massive galaxies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Observations as well as numerical simulations suggest that the cir-
cumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies is a complex, multi-phase
gaseous reservoir exhibiting a rich variety of gas dynamics.
One of the most interesting puzzles of the observed CGM
is the apparent abundance of cold (∼ 104 K) gas even in the ha-
los of massive galaxies with virial temperature exceeding 106 K
(Prochaska et al. 2013). Observations have established the exis-
tence, and high column densities, of cold tracers including MgII
and HI in samples of intermediate redshift 0.3 < z < 0.8 luminous
red galaxies (LRGs), including the COS-LRG (Chen et al. 2018;
Zahedy et al. 2019) and LRG-RDR (Berg et al. 2019) surveys, as
well as in the main SDSS LRG sample (Zhu et al. 2014).
As these galaxies are largely passive, an origin of this cold gas
in recent supernovae-driven winds is disfavored. Non-negligible
covering fractions out to large > 100 kpc distances (Lan & Mo
? E-mail: dnelson@mpa-garching.mpg.de
2018) imply that cold absorbing gas must either form in-situ, or
else be transported to such distances. In both cases: what is the
physics of the formation mechanism(s), and (how) do clouds avoid
hydrodynamical disruption and survive for long timescales?
Although hot circumgalactic gas is in a global quasi-
equilibrium, kinematically and thermally balanced, it is suscepti-
ble to local perturbations. Most notably, in the form of the classic
thermal instability (TI; Field 1965). This mechanism has been con-
nected to the observed existence of cold gas in galactic halos, for
quasar absorption systems (Mo & Miralda-Escude 1996) as well
as Milky Way high velocity clouds (Maller & Bullock 2004). Run-
away local production of cold gas has been seen in simulations (in
Kaufmann et al. 2006, albeit with a numerical origin), and TI has
been shown to lead to the generation of multi-phase structure in
idealized hot halos (Sharma et al. 2012a; McCourt et al. 2012).
In the case of a realistic circumgalactic/intracluster medium
(CGM/ICM), where both gravity and hydrostatic density stratifica-
tion exist, buoyancy effects couple thermal and convective instabil-
ities (Balbus & Soker 1989; Malagoli et al. 1990). The presence of
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a non-vanishing magnetic field, as in a realistic CGM, also changes
the conditions for TI (Balbus 1991), affects the role of thermal
conduction (Koyama & Inutsuka 2004; Sharma et al. 2010), and
shapes the non-linear evolution and morphology of resultant cold
gas structures (Ji et al. 2018; Cottle et al. 2020).
A thermally unstable CGM leads to the concept of condensa-
tion, with cold gas arising from a background hot halo atmosphere
(Voit et al. 2015). Such a phenomena may be intermittent in time,
coupled to the self-regulation of both star formation and supermas-
sive black hole growth (Gaspari et al. 2017; Beckmann et al. 2019).
A precipitation-unstable state occurs for sufficiently short cooling
timescales, relative to dynamical timescales of the halo, although
runaway local cooling can occur even above the canonical thresh-
olds of tcool/tff < 1 − 10 (Sharma et al. 2012a) if sufficiently strong
density perturbations arise (Choudhury et al. 2019).
Given that the cold-phase CGM which results from such pro-
cesses is a small scale phenomenon, it has been studied largely in
idealized, numerical experiments (Fielding et al. 2020). The cloud
crushing problem – survival of a cold cloud in relative motion with
respect to a hot background media – is often posed in the oppo-
site direction, i.e. cold gas acceleration in an outflow (Scannapieco
& Bru¨ggen 2015; Armillotta et al. 2017; Schneider et al. 2018).
However, the same physics governs the survivability of filamentary
streams (Mandelker et al. 2019) as well as the evolution of accret-
ing, TI-induced cold clouds.
Similarly, common physics also governs cold gas shattering
(or breakup) into small-scale structure below the length scale of the
original cloud (McCourt et al. 2018; Sparre et al. 2019; Waters &
Proga 2019; Gronke & Oh 2020). The resulting circumgalactic mist
is naturally comprised of a large number of small cold cloudlets,
with low volume filling factor but high covering fraction (Liang &
Remming 2020). The implied size-scale of cold gas is small, from
multiply lensed quasar constraints of ∼ 10s pc (Rauch et al. 1999)
to the theoretically motivated, characteristic `cool = cstcool (∼ pc)
length scale for cold gas to shatter (McCourt et al. 2018). At the
same time, Rubin et al. (2018) showed that the coherence scale over
which cold MgII absorption in the CGM does not vary is & 1 kpc.
Individual clouds must either exceed this size scale, or density and
kinematic substructure must be coherent on larger scales.
However, fully cosmological galaxy formation simulations
typically resolve the CGM only at this ∼ kpc scale, or worse (Nel-
son et al. 2016), making the study of cold phase gas in the CGM
difficult. As a result, this regime is one of the key targets of CGM
(super)refinement simulations (Suresh et al. 2019; Hummels et al.
2019; Peeples et al. 2019; van de Voort et al. 2019). However, none
of these efforts have yet simulated halos as massive as LRGs, due
to the computational cost. Nonetheless, as we show below, the new
TNG50 cosmological simulation actually has comparable, or bet-
ter, gas-dynamical resolution in the CGM regime, offering a unique
view on cold circumgalactic gas.
Previously, Oppenheimer et al. (2018) demonstrated a rela-
tively significant abundance of cold, low ionization gas in the CGM
of EAGLE galaxies, albeit for lower mass halos and with uncertain-
ties on the numerical robustness of the hydrodynamical technique
in this regime (see also Ford et al. 2013). Semi-analytic models
have been developed to explain the unique, possibly drag-induced
sub-virial kinematics of cold gas flowing through LRG host halos
(Afruni et al. 2019). Indeed, the strongest absorbers around passive
galaxies may be directly connected to their satellite galaxies and the
accretion of substructure (Lan 2019). This underscores the impor-
tance of the cosmological context and the inseparability of circum-
galactic gas from the baryon cycle of cosmic inflows and outflows,
as accessible in cosmological simulations, which also capture the
impact of the fluctuating dark matter potential on the thermody-
namical evolution of the gaseous component.
In the context of IllustrisTNG, Nelson et al. (2018b) showed
that TNG is consistent with empirical OVI constraints in the CGM,
and the cold gas content of galaxies themselves (both neutral HI
and molecular H2) has been favorably validated against data in
several regimes (Stevens et al. 2019; Popping et al. 2019; Diemer
et al. 2019), but no investigation of cold gas in the circumgalactic
medium has yet been undertaken.
In this work, we use the high-resolution TNG50 volume
(Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019b) to study the abundance,
properties, and physical origin of cold CGM gas in massive, LRG-
host mass halos at z ' 0.5. In Section 2 we describe the simulations
and our analysis methodology, while Section 3 explores the abun-
dance of cold CGM gas. We investigate the small-scale structure
and properties of this cold-phase in Section 4, assess its origin and
formation in Section 5, and compare to observational data in Sec-
tion 6. In Section 7 we summarize our main conclusions.
2 METHODS
2.1 The TNG Simulations
The IllustrisTNG project1 (Pillepich et al. 2018b; Nelson et al.
2018a; Naiman et al. 2018; Marinacci et al. 2018; Springel et al.
2018) is a series of three large cosmological volumes, simulated
with gravo-magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and incorporating a
comprehensive model for galaxy formation physics (detailed in
the TNG methods papers: Weinberger et al. 2017; Pillepich et al.
2018a), which is based on improvements to the original Illustris
model (Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Torrey et al. 2014). The third and
final simulation of the project is the high-resolution TNG50 volume
(Nelson et al. 2019b; Pillepich et al. 2019), which we use herein.
All aspects of the model, including parameter values and the simu-
lation code, are previously described and remain unchanged for the
production simulations, and we give here only a brief overview.
The TNG project includes three distinct simulation vol-
umes: TNG50, TNG100, and TNG300. The intermediate volume
TNG100 includes 2×18203 resolution elements in a ∼ 100 Mpc
(comoving) box, while TNG300 includes 2×25003 resolution el-
ements in a ∼ 300 Mpc box. Both are now publicly released in
their entirety (Nelson et al. 2019a). The smallest volume simu-
lation is TNG50, which includes 2×21603 resolution elements in
a ∼ 50 Mpc (comoving) box, giving a baryon mass resolution of
8.5 × 104 M, a collisionless softening of 0.3 kpc at z= 0, and a
minimum gas softening of 74 comoving parsecs.
All adopt a cosmology consistent with the Planck Collab-
oration (2016) results, namely ΩΛ,0 = 0.6911, Ωm,0 = 0.3089,
Ωb,0 = 0.0486, σ8 = 0.8159, ns = 0.9667 and h = 0.6774.
TNG uses the AREPO code (Springel 2010) which solves for
the coupled evolution of dark matter, gas, stars, and black holes un-
der the influence of self-gravity and ideal, continuum MHD (Pak-
mor et al. 2011; Pakmor & Springel 2013). The former employs
the Tree-PM approach, whereas the fluid dynamics uses a Go-
dunov type finite-volume scheme where an unstructured, moving,
Voronoi tessellation provides the spatial discretization. The simu-
lations include a physical model for the most important processes
relevant for the formation and evolution of galaxies. Specifically:
1 http://www.tng-project.org
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Figure 1. Spatial resolution available with the TNG50 simulation in the
CGM, shown at z = 0.5 for reference. The three colored solid lines indicate
the median size of gas cells, as a function of distance, for three different
halo mass bins (halo-to-halo variation is shown by 10-90th percentiles in
shaded bands). All gas cells in the halo are included. For the most massive
bin, we also show two progressively lower resolution simulations, TNG50-
2 and TNG50-3. The resolutions of TNG100 and original Illustris are both
intermediate between these two. In contrast, TNG50-1 reaches, on average,
sub-kiloparsec resolution within a third of the virial radius. At any distance,
dense substructures are much better resolved than this value – the lower
10th percentile is shown by the faint solid lines.
(i) gas radiative processes, including primordial/metal-line cooling
and heating from the background radiation field, (ii) star formation
in the dense ISM, (iii) stellar population evolution and chemical en-
richment following supernovae Ia, II, as well as AGB stars, with in-
dividual accounting for the nine elements H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg,
Si, and Fe, (iv) supernova driven galactic-scale outflows or winds
(see Pillepich et al. 2018a, for details), (v) the formation, coales-
cence, and growth of supermassive blackholes, (vi) and dual-mode
blackhole feedback operating in a thermal ‘quasar’ state at high ac-
cretion rates and a kinetic ‘wind’ state at low accretion rates (see
Weinberger et al. 2017, for details).
Dark matter halos and their substructures – subhalos and
galaxies – are identified and characterised with the SUBFIND algo-
rithm (Springel et al. 2001). Unless noted otherwise, our analysis
typically includes all gas in halos, including satellite gas.
The resolution we achieve with TNG50 in the circumgalactic
medium is demonstrated in Figure 1. The average gas resolution is
better than 1 physical kpc in the inner third of the halo, and lower
outside. Furthermore, because of the quasi-Lagrangian nature of
our simulation technique, denser gas is always resolved better. The
lower 10th percentile (thin solid lines) show that the densest 10
percent of gas, at any distance, has a spatial resolution half an or-
der of magnitude better than the average. As we show below, this
allows us to resolve cold-phase CGM gas with a hydrodynamical
resolution of ∼ 100−200 parsecs.
2.2 Modeling Metal Ionization States
The technique for computing MgII follows the analysis methodol-
ogy of Nelson et al. (2018b) previously used for oxygen ions in-
cluding OVI, and we briefly review it here.
To compute MgII we take the total magnesium mass per cell
as tracked during the simulation, and then derive ionization states
using CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013, v13.03) including both colli-
sional and photo-ionization in the presence of a UV + X-ray back-
ground (the 2011 update of Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2009). This
makes the calculation self-consistent with the TNG simulations
themselves. We use CLOUDY in single-zone mode and iterate to
equilibrium, accounting for a frequency dependent shielding from
the background radiation field (UVB) at high densities, using the
fitting function of Rahmati et al. (2013). Any physical mechanism
producing metal ions in gas structure with very small physical
scales ( 100 pc) would not be resolved in our current simulations,
and not accounted for herein. We do not consider the impact of lo-
cal sources of radiation beyond the UVB.
To compute neutral hydrogen we adopt the per-cell model-
ing of Popping et al. (2019) for the TNG simulations, taking the
Gnedin & Kravtsov (2011) model to estimate and remove the con-
tribution from molecular H2, following the self-shielding approxi-
mation of Rahmati et al. (2013). This provides us an estimate of the
total mass, spatial distribution of that mass, and kinematics, of both
neutral HI and MgII throughout the entire simulation volume.
2.3 Measuring Column Densities
To obtain column densities around a simulated galaxy, ionic mass
is projected onto a regular grid with a given transverse size and pro-
jection depth. Grid sizes are chosen to cover the range of observed
impact parameters, and projection depths are approximately equiv-
alent to the velocity interval over which the observational search
for absorption is undertaken. For comparison to COS-LRG, the ve-
locity search window is ± 500 km/s, corresponding to an adopted
projection depth of ∼ 5.5 pMpc (assumed at z = 0.5), while for
LRG-RDR the velocity window is twice as large at ± 1000 km/s.
The pixel scale is always 2 physical kpc (pkpc), and projection is
always along the fixed z-axis of the simulation volume (and there-
fore random with respect to the orientation of the galaxy).
We assume the ion mass in a given gas cell is spatially dis-
tributed following the standard cubic-spline kernel with support
h = [3V/(4pi)]1/3 where V is the volume of the Voronoi gas cell.
2.4 Identifying Small-Scale Gas Structures
To identify, separate, count, and characterize the discrete gas struc-
tures we find in the CGM of simulated halos, we have developed a
new watershed-type segmentation algorithm on the Voronoi tessel-
lation. First, we compute the natural neighbor connectivity of the
Voronoi gas cells by reconstructing the mesh from its generating
sites in post-processing (following Byrohl et al., in prep). A thresh-
old on a gas property is then defined, for instance on the physical
number density of MgII ions, nMgII > 10−8 cm−3 (see below). We
then identify all spatially contiguous sets of naturally connected
Voronoi cells which satisfy this threshold. As each Voronoi cell
is a convex polyhedron, and Voronoi natural neighbors share one
face, unions of naturally connected cells likewise form extended
polyhedra. Each has a connected interior and boundary, forming a
coherent structure defined by its constituent gas cells.
We refer to these structures are ‘clouds.’ Every cloud has a
well-defined volume, mass, position, and so on, as defined by ac-
cumulation over its member cells. By construction, all clouds are
disjoint; they do not touch. Note that we do not carry out a hier-
archical segmentation: each cloud is monolithic and could contain,
for instance, two local density maxima, which would occur during
the coalescence of two cloudlets.
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Figure 2. Visualization of the MgII column density distribution around a single massive halo at z = 0.5 in TNG50, projected through ∆v = ± 500 km/s. The
halo has a total mass of 1013.8 M and a stellar mass of 1011.8 M, where a quarter of the virial radius is indicated by the white circle. In the inner halo, impact
parameters . a few hundred kpc, the covering fraction of dense clouds is high – all observable as ‘strong’ MgII absorption systems with NMgII > 1013 cm−2.
3 ABUNDANCE OF COLD GAS IN MASSIVE HALOS
We begin by studying the amount of cold gas in the CGM of mas-
sive TNG50 galaxies. Figure 2 visualizes the distribution of MgII,
tracing ∼ 104 K gas surrounding a massive, luminous red galaxy
(LRG) analog, with total halo mass 1013.8 M at z = 0.5. This dark
matter halo is filled with a hot, virialized plasma with a charac-
teristic temperature Tvir ' 107 K. Nonetheless, the inner halo is
populated with an enormous amount of cold gas (∼ 1011.5 M, five
percent of the total halo gas mass), and a sightline piercing this halo
would have a non-negligible probability of intersecting a strong ab-
sorber with NMgII > 1013 cm−2. Moreover, the MgII-traced cold gas
is in the form of thousands of small, discrete clouds. This CGM,
both locally and globally, is a multi-phase gaseous reservoir.
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Figure 3. Visualization of the neutral HI column density distribution around the same massive TNG50 halo as in Figure 2 at z = 0.5. Three distinct
observationally motivated regimes of NHI are separated by color: sub-LLS (blue), LLS (green), and DLAs (orange).
Figure 3 shows, for the same halo and the same view, the neu-
tral hydrogen column density. Detectable MgII absorption is com-
monly if not always associated with high HI columns, and there is
a correspondingly high covering fraction of neutral gas in the halo.
Sightlines which would be classified as damped Lyman-alpha ab-
sorbers (DLAs) with log (NHI) > 20.3 cm−2 (orange) are found not
only in the center of the halo and surrounding infalling satellites,
but also in regions occupied by smaller, discrete cold gas clouds.
In general, although some of the dense gas has clear asso-
ciations with disrupting/stripped satellites and their tidal gas tails
(lower left), much of the small-scale structure has no obvious ori-
gin (lower right) and may arise from a more in-situ type formation
mechanism, as we explore below. There is also a non-negligible
contribution from projection effects along the line of sight. For ex-
ample, the spatially extended, diffuse galaxy (upper right; blue en-
velope) lies outside the virial radius of the host halo itself.
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Figure 4. Visualization of the diversity of MgII column density distributions around nine massive halos in TNG50 at z = 0.5, all selected within the halo
mass range from 1013.2 M to 1013.8 M. The configuration is the same as in Figure 2, with rvir/4 shown by the white circles.
In Figure 4 we highlight the large diversity in the morphology
of cold gas in LRG host halos, showing a gallery of nine random,
massive systems. A large amount of cold, spatially distributed gas
is common in the inner CGM of massive halos. All nine exam-
ples show large areas covered by high NMgII column densities, al-
though there is a tendency that the most massive halos have the
highest covering fractions. The degree of uniformity versus angu-
lar variability differs among halos. Here we have placed each cen-
tral galaxy edge-on, to the extent possible, by aligning with cold
star-forming gas and/or the shape of the inner stellar body. An over-
abundance of MgII in the vertical direction would therefore indicate
preferential alignment with the minor axis and possible association
with galactic-scale outflows (Nelson et al. 2019b). We note that this
is a sizeable fraction of the massive halos available in TNG50 at
z = 0.5 – due to the relatively small volume there are only ten halos
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Figure 5. Left: Total halo gas mass in different phases as a function of halo mass at z = 0.5, showing total metal mass (gray), magnesium (blue) , MgII
(green), and neutral HI (red). In TNG50 all increase with halo mass: there is always more cool gas in more massive halos, at least up to the regime of massive
groups (Mhalo ∼ 1013.5 M). Right: TNG50 stacked radial profiles of MgII column density for different halo masses (16-84th percentile shaded band). The
largest columns are always reached in the halo center where densities are the highest. Towards higher halo mass, NMgII profiles flatten, such that column
densities at large impact parameters (> 100 kpc) increase appreciably. This is also true when normalizing distances by rvir (not shown). The majority of this
gas is physically associated with the halo, and the contribution from the projected 2-halo term (dashed lines) is small, dominating only beyond & 500 kpc.
above 1013.2 M, which we would consider LRG-mass analogs, and
twenty-seven halos above 1012.8 M, in the group mass regime.
Many although not all halos have significant accumulations of
cold gas in their centers, which fall into rotationally supported disk
structures. Although stellar mass dominates, large central reser-
voirs of neutral or molecular gas have been observed in the central
ellipticals of large groups and clusters (Edge 2001), including kine-
matics consistent with rotating disks (Rose et al. 2019) and more
complex inflow/outflow motions consistent with an episodic inter-
play of accretion and feedback (Tremblay et al. 2018; Olivares et al.
2019). In TNG, a diversity of central cooling and thermodynamical
states is present in the centers of both intermediate (Truong et al.
2020) and high-mass halos (Barnes et al. 2018). Here we have not
made any selection on the cooling state of these LRG-mass halos,
nor on the star formation rate activity of their central galaxies; al-
though TNG is broadly consistent with observational constraints on
SFRs and quiescent fractions in this regime (Donnari et al. 2019),
there is a tendency for massive galaxies to rejuvenate back towards
appreciable SFRs at higher resolution (Nelson et al. 2018a), imply-
ing that the cold reservoirs in these LRG hosts may be somewhat
too highly star forming.
Figure 5 shows that the total amount of cool gas increases with
increasing galaxy or halo mass (left panel). While the neutral HI
gas (red) and cool MgII components (green) start to flatten as we
approach the cluster-mass regime of Mhalo > 1013.5 M, the total
amount of metals (gray) and magnesium (blue) continue to rise,
roughly linearly with halo mass. This implies that for Milky Way
mass halos of ∼ 1012 M, the metal fraction is fZ = MZ/Mhalo ∼
4 × 10−4, while the MgII fraction is fMgII ∼ 10−5. For LRG-mass
hosts with Mhalo ∼ 1013.5 M we see that fZ remains largely un-
changed, while fMgII ∼ 10−6, decreasing by an order of magnitude
(see Bouche´ et al. 2006, who show that the mean halo mass hosting
strong MgII absorbers is ∼ 1012 M). At fixed mass, the cold gas
content of halos does not evolve with redshift from 0 < z < 1.
In TNG, a significant fraction of spatially extended metals in
the outskirts of larger halos have an ex-situ origin, meaning that
they are accreted from previously enriched environments and/or
with satellite galaxies, rather than being expelled from the cen-
tral itself (Vogelsberger et al. 2018). Similarly, we see that the
stacked radial profiles of NMgII (right panel) flatten significantly for
increasingly massive halos. This is also true when normalizing by
rvir (not shown). As a consequence, observably high columns are
found at larger impact parameters, > 100 kpc for the more massive
systems considered here. On average, this strong MgII absorption
arises from gas physically within the halo (dotted lines), rather than
due to line-of-sight contributions from other halos (dashed lines).
This two-halo contribution begins to dominate only for b & 500
kpc (& 650 kpc) for Mhalo & 1013 M (& 1013.5 M), slightly beyond
their respective virial radii.
4 COLD GAS STRUCTURE IN MASSIVE HALOS
4.1 Multi-phase gas in the CGM
There is an abundance of cold gas, but what is its morphology
and properties? Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution (left
panel) and temperature-density phase diagram (right panel) of all
halo gas between 0.1 < r/rvir < 1. In the former, we show all halos
in TNG50 with Mhalo > 1012.8 M, color corresponding to mass.
The dominant peak in the temperature distribution reveals the hot
halo: virialized gas, primarily heated through the accretion shock
virialization which accompanies the formation of the halo (White
& Rees 1978). The location of this peak scales in temperature as
Tvir ∝ M2/3halo. Gas in this temperature regime is ionized, and rather
inefficient in radiatively cooling. The secondary features towards
lower temperatures are independent of halo mass, reflecting the
shape of the cooling curve Λ(T ). Particularly for metal-enriched
gas, radiative cooling losses are significant for T . 106 K until the
effective cooling floor at ∼ 104 K is reached. Although most of the
CGM mass is in the hot component, a non-negligible fraction is
cool (or cold; we use these terms interchangeably) at ∼ 104 K, a
temperature effectively traced by both MgII and HI.
The temperature-density diagram shows that the hot gas is dif-
fuse, with characteristic densities of nH ∼ 10−4 cm−3, whereas the
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Figure 6. Phase structure of halo gas between 0.1 < r/rvir < 1. Left: gas temperature distributions in all TNG50 halos above 1012.8 M, where the black line
shows the median. The primary peak at ∼ 106.5 − 107.5 K traces the virialized, hot halo gas. The other features at lower temperatures are independent of halo
mass, reflecting the shape of the cooling curve. Right: temperature-density phase diagram for a single halo (Mhalo = 1013 M). Overplotted are three black
contours of constant gas pressure, as indicated, as well as two white contours denoting thresholds of tcool/tff < 1 (below the lower line) and tcool/tff > 10
(above the upper line). Globally in the CGM of halos, multi-phase gas is seen across a broad range of temperature and density.
cold phase is dense, with nH & 10−2 cm−3. The three black diagonal
lines indicate curves of constant gas (thermal) pressure: P = 102.5,
103.0, and 103.5 K cm−3, respectively.
Note that for an overdense cloud undergoing isobaric contrac-
tion (i.e. constantly in pressure equilibrium with the background,
neglecting magnetic fields), the ratio of temperature between the
background and the cloud should essentially equal the density ratio
Tcloud =
TCGM
1 + δ
(1)
where δ = (ρcloud − ρCGM)/ρCGM is the density contrast. This ex-
pectation is largely true, as the temperature contrast is roughly
106.5/104 ∼ 300, matching a density contrast of δ ' ρcloud/ρCGM ∼
10−1.5/10−4 ∼ 300. This is the characteristic average temperature
of the cold-phase for Mhalo ' 1013.5 M, and we show below that
this density decreases towards lower halo masses, as expected by
pressure confinement within a cooler ambient medium.
In the right panel of Figure 6 we also show two contours of the
ratio of gas cooling to dynamic free-fall time, tcool/tff (thin white
lines). The cooling time is calculated as the cell internal energy
divided by the net cooling rate, as derived within the simulation.
The free-fall time is tff = (3pi/(32Gρ¯))1/2 where ρ¯ is the mean to-
tal mass density enclosed within the halocentric distance of the gas
cell. Note that this is ∼ √2 times larger than tff = (2r3/GM)1/2 as
commonly defined in ICM studies. These two contours are roughly
perpendicular to the lines of constant pressure, and reveal that al-
most the entirety of the hot-phase has tcool/tff > 10. However, al-
most all intermediate temperature gas has tcool/tff < a few, indicat-
ing its ability to rapidly cool down to ∼ 104 K in this thermally
unstable regime.
4.2 Physical properties of cold-phase clouds
This intermediate temperature gas is not distributed uniformly
throughout the hot halo, but rather forms the interface (and accre-
tion) regions of the cold gas clouds. Figure 7 shows four views
of a small, zoomed in portion of a LRG-host halo, focusing on
the small-scale, physical properties of several individual cold gas
clouds. Here, the central galaxy is located towards the upper right
of each panel, and the outermost circle shows 0.1 rvir. Each panel
shows a thin slice projected just ∼ 5 kpc along the line of sight, to
avoid confusion of overlapping clouds.
First, the upper left visualizes the hydrodynamical resolution
itself, given as the gas cell size. The background hot halo is re-
solved with only modest > 1 kpc resolution (purple color) owing
to its low density. In contrast, small-scale, cold clouds are highly
resolved: the cores of the larger clouds by gas cells as small as 200
physical parsecs in size. The intermediate density interface regions
are captured by cells roughly 500 pc in size. We are clearly push-
ing the limits of resolvable structure in TNG50, and these cold gas
structures are only marginally resolved, e.g. by ∼ 10s of cells.
The morphology of these cold clouds shows clear signatures
of infall: head-tail structure, with gas tails or wakes extending
downstream and so roughly radially away from the halo center.
The cold/dense blobs are also commonly surrounded by warmer
regions – this gas is cooling and so accreting onto the dense seeds,
as we show below. As a result, cooling and dense gas formation will
continue in these portions of the halo because they are susceptible
to runaway cooling, independent of the presence of the inner cold
cores. For intermediate temperatures T < 106.5 K gas, tTI ∼ 0.5tcool
such that tTI/tff is a factor of 2 or so smaller than tcool/tff . If we
consider these interface regions as large density fluctuations, then
they would roughly satisfy the condensation criterion of tTI/tff .
few 10s (Choudhury et al. 2019).
The upper right panel shows gas pressure. The hot halo
is highly pressurized, particularly towards the center, with sonic
waves propagating outwards due to the ongoing energy injection
from the central supermassive black hole. The small clouds pop
out in darker color, indicating that they are not in thermal pressure
equilibrium with their surroundings. Rather, they are severely ther-
mally under-pressurized, by roughly an order of magnitude with
respect to the background medium.
The lower left panel shows gas-phase metallicity: we see that
cold clouds are metal enriched with respect to their locally sur-
rounding hot halo. We return to this important point later, as it ar-
gues against an in-situ formation mechanism for the majority of
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Figure 7. Visualization of the small-scale structure of cold-phase gas structures in the CGM of a TNG50 galaxy. Circles show 5% and 10% of the virial radius
– the central LRG is located in the upper right corner of each panel. This is a halo with a total mass of 1013.0 M (stellar mass of 1011.4 M) at z = 0.5, which
hosts a large number of small-scale, cold, dense clouds with typical sizes of one to a few kiloparsecs. Upper left: the numerical resolution available in the
gas, in terms of gas cell size. Cold overdensities (yellow, orange) are much better resolved than the background hot halo (in purple). Upper right: thermal
gas pressure, where the cold clouds stand out as severally underpressurized with respect to the surrounding hot gas. Lower left: gas metallicity, where most
clouds are metal enriched with respect to their local background hot halo gas. Lower right: the magnetic to thermal pressure ratio β−1 = PB/Pgas,thermal. CGM
clouds are magnetically dominated with β  1, whereas the background halo gas is instead dominated by thermal pressure (β > 10).
clouds. Instead, enhanced cloud metallicities are more similar to
the gas-phase metallicity of infalling satellite galaxies, emphasiz-
ing their connection to stripping and mixing with accreting inter-
stellar medium gas. Remaining metal inhomogeneity points to in-
complete chemical mixing as cold clouds transit the parent halo.
The lower right panel shows the plasma β−1 = PB/Pgas,thermal,
the ratio of magnetic to thermal pressure. CGM clouds are magnet-
ically dominated, with typical values of β . 0.1, implying that a
significant amount of their pressure support arises from the com-
pression and amplification of magnetic fields during their forma-
tion. The background halo gas is, in contrast, dominated by thermal
pressure (β > 10), and magnetic fields have a negligible dynami-
cal impact. Cold clouds have higher PB = B2/(8pi) than the back-
ground: while the hot halo at these distances and densities has a
typical magnetic field strength of B ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 µG, co-spatial cold
clouds have B ∼ 3 − 10 µG, up to a hundred times larger.
Because of flux freezing we would expect that the gas be-
comes magnetically dominated in over-dense clouds, even if the
original hot media has a large β & 100. For instance, if gas cools
from 107 K to 104 K during the non-linear phase of the thermal in-
stability, we expect the density to increase by a factor of one thou-
sand, and the B field strength to increase by a factor of ∼ 100. After
this point, the high magnetic pressure helps prevent further com-
pression of the cold gas, as a lower gas density can be offset by the
non-negligible magnetic support (Sharma et al. 2010).
What is the impact of these magnetic fields on the dynamics
of the cold-phase clouds? In general, we expect that magnetic fields
do not affect the linear thermal instability for a plasma β & 10, al-
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Figure 8. Cold cloud properties as a function of halo mass at z = 0.5,
contrasting the four resolution levels of TNG50. Top: Mean gas density of
clouds, which grows with halo mass due to increasing compression from the
background hot halo. Middle: Average internal β = Pgas/PB. Bottom: The
number of cold clouds in the CGM, defined as a minimum of 10 gas cells
satisfying the threshold nMgII > 10−8 cm−3 (dashed lines: ‘large’ clouds
only). While internal properties are well converged, the total number of
small discrete clouds is not: more are always resolved at better resolution.
though its nonlinear evolution can be. For instance, Ji et al. (2018)
show that the cold fraction as a function of background tcool/tff is
affected only for initial β . 30, while in general the value of β can
alter the resulting structure of cold gas (Berlok & Pfrommer 2019).
To assess the role of the MHD we run a test re-simulation of one of
the lower mass LRG hosts with Mhalo = 1013 M. In one case we
allow the halo to evolve under the fiducial model to z = 0.5, where
it is indistinguishable from the corresponding halo in TNG50-1.
In a second case, we instantaneously set the magnetic energy den-
sity of all gas cells to zero at z = 0.6, and then evolve the system
for the remaining ∼ 500 Myr to z = 0.5 in the absence of mag-
netic fields. In practice, since total energy is conserved, this loss of
magnetic energy is compensated by (relabeled as) an increase of
thermal energy, such that total pressure is largely invariant. In this
‘no MHD’ test case, we observe no qualitative difference in the
properties or abundance of cold gas in the inner halo – cold clouds
are slightly smaller and denser, with less intermediate density gas
(not shown). We conclude that, at TNG50-1 resolution, with the
included physics, and over a halo dynamical timescale, magnetic
fields do not appear to have a strong impact on the formation, evo-
lution, or disruption of the cold gas cloud population.
To better understand the properties of the CGM cold-phase,
we consider how they depend on the total mass of the system. Fig-
ure 8 shows the mean cold cloud density (top), average β (mid-
dle), both mass-weighted, and the total number of cold clouds (bot-
tom) as a function of halo mass. The cloud density increases with
halo mass, particularly above 1012.5 M, and this internal property
is nicely converged with numerical resolution – the four resolution
levels fall on top of each other at sufficiently high halo masses. Al-
though the total gas mass, MgII mass, and HI mass also increase,
the overall size of clouds actually decreases for more massive halos
(not shown). We speculate this is due to stronger compression by a
hotter, higher pressure background medium. Because of the higher
densities, the mean magnetic field strength in clouds increases from
∼ 1 µG for all halos . 1013 M to ∼ 10 µG for the most massive.
As a consequence, the average β = Pgas/PB decreases with
halo mass, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 8, and this
results in a critical halo mass where the importance of magnetic
fields changes. Specifically, a crossover of β ' 1 occurs at Mhalo ∼
1012 M. For halos below this limit, clouds are thermally supported
(β > 1), while only for halos more massive than this limit are clouds
magnetically dominated (β < 1).
The bottom panel of Figure 8 shows that the abundance of
cold clouds increases rapidly with halo mass: while 1012 M ha-
los have of order ∼ 100 − 200 clouds in TNG50-1, 1013 M halos
have ∼ 1000, and typical LRG host halos typically have several
thousand (up to ∼ ten thousand) MgII rich clouds. We note that the
size, distances, kinematics, and HI masses of the clouds in Milky
Way mass halos resemble the observed population of high veloc-
ity clouds (HVCs; Muller et al. 1963). The same phenomena we
explore here for LRGs may also provide a natural explanation for
neutral clouds around our own Milky Way galaxy, with abundances
similar to the compact HVC population (Putman et al. 2002).
A caveat is, however, that the number of discrete clouds is a
strong function of numerical resolution, and the number of small,
cold structures at LRG host masses increases from ∼ 10 in TNG50-
4 to ∼ 10, 000 in TNG50-1. Clearly, the small-scale morphology of
the cold gas is not converged between our last two resolution levels.
Without an even more highly resolved simulation (i.e. TNG50-0),
we cannot show that the results of the current TNG50-1 simulation
represent a converged state, and there is little to no indication that
the number of clouds is converging. This may be expected in ideal
MHD, since these clouds are susceptible to disruption by Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities. The dashed lines show, in contrast, the total
number of ‘large’ cold clouds with sizes > 2 kpc only. In this case
the resolution dependence is much less, and TNG50-1 represents
a converged state: higher resolution produces most small clouds,
while the large-size tail is stable for TNG50-2 and better.
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Figure 9. Demographic properties of CGM clouds in TNG50. We show results of the segmentation algorithm run on a single halo, the most massive at
∼ 1013.9 M, for cloud size (top left), metallicity (top right), radial infall velocity (lower left), and distance from halo center (lower right). Every panel uses
100 bins, and shows five different threshold values for the identification: beyond the highest (red), the results are largely insensitive to this choice. Black
dotted lines show the average result across all halos > 1013.2 M (for nMgII > 1e-08 cm−3), showing that these distributions are broadly representative. Clouds
have a size distribution peaking at ∼ kpc diameters – the inset shows the resolution convergence in the large-size tail. Clouds are metal enriched, with typical
metallicities of ∼50 percent solar. The majority of clouds are infalling (vrad < 0), and are found throughout the inner halo, from 30 ∼ 200 kpc and beyond.
In Figure 9 we explore the properties of the cold-phase cloud
population. Here we show the outcome of five different segmenta-
tion runs, taking a series of threshold values in MgII number den-
sity from 10−6 cm−3 to 10−10 cm−3 (different line colors). Exclud-
ing the first, which selects only the highest density, inner cores of
clouds, the others give reasonably similar results (i.e. cell mem-
bership) for cloud properties. This demonstrates the rather sharp
boundary (in nMgII, temperature, and several other properties) be-
tween over-dense clouds and the ambient background medium, and
motivates our fiducial choice of nMgII = 10−8 cm−3.
In total there are ∼ 20,000 discrete cold structures detected in
this halo, with a fairly narrow size distribution which peaks at ∼
kpc diameters (upper left panel). The integrated number of clouds
is fairly constant with the density threshold, ranging from 22,000
to 26,000, implying that different thresholds largely select different
portions of the same structures. Cloud sizes extend to the small-
est allowed by the simulation resolution, and also have a tail to-
wards larger sizes up to several kpc. The inset panel shows the
resolution convergence of the cloud size distribution, demonstrat-
ing that the large-size tail converges, while the number of small
clouds continues to increase. Note that we define cloud radius by
the volume equivalent sphere, rcloud = [3Vcloud/(4pi)]1/3, summing
over all member cells. In actuality, more massive clouds become
less spherical, forming elongated and asymmetric shapes (see Fig-
ure 7). Clouds also tend to be larger further from the halo center.
For the middle threshold, half (90 per cent) of the total mass in cold
gas is contained in clouds with sizes & 0.82 (0.38) kpc.
Clouds are highly metal enriched, and have typical metallici-
ties of ∼ 0.7Z (upper right panel). Variation is small, roughly ± 0.2
dex, and few clouds have either super-solar or <10 percent solar
values. Cloud metallicities decline mildly with increasing distance
away from the halo center, decreasing from a median of ' 0.8Z
at r ∼ 100 kpc (∼ rvir/10) to a median of ' 0.5Z at r ∼ 400 kpc
(∼ rvir/2). The gas-phase metallicity profile of the background hot
halo also decreases, somewhat more rapidly over the same distance
(∼ 0.1 dex/100 kpc). Cold clouds have, overall, higher metallicities
than the hot phase which surrounds them (see Figure 7). This con-
trast is larger at larger distances, suggesting that (i) most distant
cold clouds do not form in-situ from the hot gas, and (ii) mixing
throughout the infalling orbits of cold clouds is not complete, i.e.
chemical inhomogeneity remains. We address the first point and ex-
plore cold-phase formation mechanisms in the following section.
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Figure 10. Internal radial structure of TNG50 cold CGM clouds and the transition from cloud to background properties. We stack clouds in four narrow bins
of spatial size, from 0.5 kpc to 2 kpc, as shown (different line colors; in total, ∼ 2000 stacked objects). Upper left: temperature. Upper middle: total gas
density. Upper right: number density of MgII. Lower left: plasma β. Lower middle: total pressure Ptot = PB +Pgas, where dotted lines include the P = ρv2rad
momentum flux of the cooling flow (see text). Lower right: radial velocity, with respect to the cloud center of mass motion itself. We see that cold clouds are
surrounded by an intermediate temperature, mixed gas phase which condenses onto these pre-existing cold seeds through a rapidly cooling, local inflow.
Cold clouds are typically infalling (lower left panel): the
halo-centric radial velocity distribution peaks at −200 km s−1 (in-
wards), and only a small fraction have moderate outgoing veloci-
ties (0 < vrad[km/s] < 200), in comparison to the virial velocity
v200 ∼ 630 km s−1 of the halo. Radial velocity is correlated with
distance from the halo center: at r & 400 kpc (∼ rvir/2), infall ve-
locities are small and often consistent with zero. Moving inwards
these velocities increase, reaching a maximum speed of roughly
250 km s−1 at r ∼ 100 kpc. Inside of this radius, the median ve-
locity begins to decrease, presumably because of the mixture of
inflowing and (dynamically) outflowing clouds, as a result of non-
radial accretion orbits. Clouds are found over a large volume of the
halo (lower right panel), out to & 500 kpc, exceeding half the virial
radii of these halos – they are more abundant at smaller distances,
between 50 − 200 kpc. An exclusion zone exists in the inner 10s
of kpc: the total volume drops, clouds conglomerate into a larger
disk-like structure, and the background temperature is maximal.
We mention several additional cloud properties which are not
shown explicitly. First, the average physical gas densities of clouds
span from nH = 10−3 − 10−0.5 cm−3. Due to the nMgII threshold, the
selected clouds are cold: mean temperatures are always just above
the cooling curve floor at 104 K. With total gas masses of 105 −
107 M, clouds contain ∼ 104 − 105 M of neutral HI on average,
and only ∼ 10 − 100 M of total MgII. The cloud population spans
a wide range of mean plasma β values, peaking at β ∼ 1/3. The
vast majority have no ongoing star formation; the remainder have a
residual M˙? < 10−3 M yr−1 or less.
4.3 Internal structural properties of cold CGM clouds
Beyond integral properties, internal cloud structure is evident. Fig-
ure 10 shows cloud-centric radial profiles of gas properties, where
we stack together clouds in four different size bins from rcloud =
0.5 kpc to 2.0 kpc. This allows us to construct the average structure
of (i) the interior of clouds, (ii) the cloud-halo interface region, and
(iii) the surrounding background halo gas. Note that stacking will
always tend to artificially broaden otherwise sharp boundaries.
Clouds have a common central temperature of ∼ 104 K (upper
left), and all but the smallest form an isothermal core with an extent
of ∼ rcloud near this temperature. Beyond this distance, temperature
increases rapidly to a plateau value which is much lower than Tvir
of the halo, indicating that we are probing the intermediate temper-
ature regime out to < 5 kpc, and not reaching unperturbed back-
ground media. We note that ∼ 104 K is our temperature floor, so we
expect some degree of ‘pile-up’ at this value; if low-temperature
cooling was included some fraction of this gas would be colder.
The total gas density (upper middle) and MgII number density
(upper right) both decline rapidly with distance away from clouds,
the latter also being modulated by the magnesium mass and tem-
perature (ionization) state. For the two smallest cloud sizes, the
gas densities plateau above the background value, indicating that
cold gas is surrounded by other cold and cool gas: clouds are not
isolated. We note that the average cooling times in the centers of
clouds are short, . 10 Myr, rising to tcool ∼ 100 Myr in their out-
skirts. As a result, these regions have small tcool/tff . 1/100 (not
shown), far below the threshold for atmospheric thermal instability
and cold-phase growth (McCourt et al. 2012).
The total pressure (lower middle) and radial velocity (lower
right) profiles are particularly informative. Within a distance of
. 3rcloud gas flows inward (vrad < 0). Because the cooling time
increases towards lower density, any density differential produces
a temperature difference between a cloud and its surrounding
medium. It is expected that, across such an interface in a two-phase
medium, differential cooling will produce a pressure gradient, caus-
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Figure 11. Left: Radial profiles of tcool/tff (inset: entropy) for individual halos at z = 0.5 in TNG50. Horizontal lines are shown at 1 and 10, for reference.
The median profile is given in black, while the gray band shows the halo-to-halo scatter. Only the hot gas phase is shown in order to evaluate its susceptibility
to TI. In the median profile the ratio tcool/tff has a maxima at 20 − 50 kpc, decreasing rapidly towards small radii and dropping below tcool/tff < 10 in the
inner 10 − 20 kpc. The outer halo volume, however, where the majority of small-scale cold gas is found has median cooling times exceeding this canonical
threshold. Right: two-dimensional phase diagram of tcool/tff as a function of distance, for a single LRG halo, where each pixel is colored by the mean radial
velocity; vrad < 0 denotes inflow (green), while vrad > 0 denotes outflow (red), and vrad ∼ 0 is indicated by white. At all regions within the virial radius,
gas with tcool/tff . 10 − 50 is generically inflowing, while gas with larger cooling times is generically outflowing. The three yellow curves show conditional
contours enclosing {1%, 10%, 50%} of the gas mass at each radius: there is a small, though non-zero amount of gas with low tcool/tff < 1 at intermediate radii.
ing a gas flow from the low-density background medium into the
high-density, perturbed region (Field 1965; Burkert & Lin 2000).
The inflow has an associated ‘ram pressure’ momentum flux of
ρv ⊗ v = ρv2rad/kB which we include in Ptot (dotted lines), although
the contribution is small and the resulting total pressure profiles are
not appreciably flatter. This local cooling flow, driven by the pres-
sure gradient rather than gravity, accretes mass on to the overdense
seeds (as opposed to shear-driven cooling; Gronke & Oh 2018), re-
sulting in cold clouds which can grow rather than shrink with time.
Alternatively, Fielding et al. (2020) has recently proposed that
cold-phase growth can occur due to a radiative (rapidly cooling)
mixing layer. In this case the inflow of cool gas arises not from pres-
sure gradients, but instead from turbulence which replenishes the
interface by mixing in hot gas from the background. We would not
explicitly resolve this process in TNG50 due to the minute physical
scales involved – there are simply not enough gas cells to capture
complex velocity structure in the cloud interfaces, and without sub-
grid scale turbulence, mixing at the grid scale will be largely due to
numerical diffusion (Schmidt & Federrath 2011; Teyssier 2015).
5 THE ORIGIN OF COLD CIRCUMGALACTIC GAS
We move on to consider the physical origin and formation mech-
anisms of the large population of small-scale, cold gas clouds ob-
served to populate massive TNG50 halos.
5.1 Conditions for cold-phase condensation
First, we explore the connection to the idea that the cold-phase can
condense or precipitate out of the hot background medium if its
cooling time is sufficiently short (Sharma et al. 2012a,b; Voit et al.
2017). The left panel of Figure 11 shows individual, median radial
profiles of tcool/tff for the LRG host halos considered herein. Indi-
vidual lines are colored according to their virial mass at z = 0.5,
and horizontal gray lines demarcate tcool/tff = {1, 10}. We see that
the tcool/tff . 10 regime becomes viable only in the very center of
most halos. There is, however, diversity, and we expect that sys-
tems with shorter central cooling times will be at different points
of the feedback-star formation regulation cycle (Prasad et al. 2015),
with varying amounts of cold interstellar gas present in their cen-
ters (Werner et al. 2014). Importantly, at intermediate radii where
the abundance of cold gas clouds peaks (∼ 50− 200 kpc), tcool/tff is
large, and in-situ cold-phase growth would be (globally) inhibited.
In this case in-situ multi-phase condensation is only expected
in the presence of rather strong density perturbations with δρ/ρ¯ > a
few. We note that the CGM of these LRG host halos is thermally un-
stable according to the classical isobaric linear thermal instability
criterion: the only strict requirement is ∂ ln Λ/∂ lnT < 2 (Sharma
et al. 2010), such that a decrease in temperature leads to an in-
creased net cooling rate, and thus runaway loss of internal energy
via radiative cooling (Field 1965). However, it has been shown that
this condition is not sufficient for multi-phase condensation in the
CGM/ICM. In presence of gravity (and entropy stratification), the
ratio of tcool/tff should be smaller than a threshold of ∼ 10 (McCourt
et al. 2012), although this value can be higher for large relative den-
sity fluctuations δρ/ρ¯ & 1 (Choudhury et al. 2019).
Finally, the value of this ratio tends to again drop in the halo
outskirts, enabling a scenario whereby cold clouds form due to
perturbations at large distances (> several 100 kpc), and then fall
inwards. Note that cold-phase condensation depends on the back-
ground entropy profile (Binney et al. 2009). If entropy is weakly
stratified, buoyancy oscillations are absent and condensation is
somewhat easier and extends to larger radii where tcool/tff reaches
a minimum (Voit et al. 2017). The hot gas entropy profiles of LRG
host halos in TNG50 are relatively flat (shown in inset). They rise
sharply from the center outwards only to ∼ tens of kpc, and are then
nearly constant, δS/δr < 0.01 dex (100 kpc)−1, all the way to the
virial radii. These entropy profiles are much flatter than in higher
mass halos, where galaxy clusters have a steep, power-law entropy
profile at large radii. Only the single most massive halo in TNG50
at z = 0.5 starts to satisfy this condition, with a mass slightly below
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1014 M. We speculate that this behavior predominantly reflects the
different halo mass scales, together with the strong heating mecha-
nism of the TNG black hole feedback model, which efficiently cou-
ples its kinetic energy input to the CGM through shock-mediated
thermalization (Weinberger et al. 2017; Nelson et al. 2018b; Kauff-
mann et al. 2019; Terrazas et al. 2020; Zinger et al. 2020).
The right panel of Figure 11 again shows the tcool/tff (r) plane,
now colored according to the local radial velocity (negative denot-
ing inflow). We emphasize that the distribution of mass, i.e. where
most gas is, cannot be ascertained directly from this plot. The dif-
fuse background medium typically has tcool/tff & 100 and cooling
times ∼ tH − 10tH. Most gas is in this hot phase, and only denser
gas inside, and in the overdense wakes behind, cold clouds reaches
tcool/tff < 10. What is clear is that there is a nonzero abundance
of such gas at most radii, although this is very subdominant by
mass. Furthermore, this gas has distinct kinematics: it is preferen-
tially infalling (negative radial velocity). This is expected, as iso-
baric cold gas is denser than its surroundings and therefore falls in-
wards (Singh & Sharma 2015). An overdense cloud will naturally
sink towards the center of the halo until the ratio of the background
to cloud density approaches unity (Pizzolato & Soker 2005), and
will in general infall more slowly than the free-fall speed because
of drag forces from the hot background (Afruni et al. 2019).
We note the important and obvious contrast: cold gas entrained
by outflows, or produced within outflows, will instead have positive
velocities, at least initially (Wang 1995; Veilleux et al. 2005). In-
deed, one can see some cold gas with positive velocity in Figure 11
(right panel). Some of this gas may be pushed out by, or condensed
in the periphery of (Russell et al. 2019), rising bubbles driven by
AGN feedback (seen in TNG50 outflows; Nelson et al. 2019b). In
all cases, cold-phase gas is not generally settled within the gravita-
tional potential.
5.2 Time evolution of cold cloudlets
To more explicitly study the time evolution of cold gas clouds, we
turn to the Lagrangian tracer particles (Genel et al. 2013; Nelson
et al. 2013). These allow us to follow the position and thermody-
namical properties of all the gas mass which comprises a cloud at
z = 0.5, tracing it both forwards and backwards in time. We thus
ask the question: what was its origin, and what will be its fate?
Figure 12 shows the time evolution tracks for a randomly se-
lected cold cloud at z = 0.5. The cloud has a radius of ' 1 kpc, con-
taining 400 gas cells and 483 tracers. We contrast the median/mean
behavior backwards (t < 0; blue) and forwards (t > 0; red) in time.
Individual tracer trajectories are shown as thin black lines, and we
track this cloud through a subbox volume, giving us a high time
resolution of ∼ 6 Myr. Note that by identifying a set of tracers and
tracking this fixed ensemble through time, we are following the
Lagrangian history of gas which makes up the cloud at z = 0.5,
rather than re-identifying the cloud at different epochs to measure
the evolution of its properties.
First, the distance from the center of the halo (upper left)
shows that the cloud is infalling from the halo outskirts towards
the center. The cloud traverses ∼ 100 kpc in ∼ 500 Myr prior to
z = 0.5, but the (radial) infall velocity of the cloud is not con-
stant with time, as evidenced by the increasing slope of the halo-
centric distance versus time. At t ∼ −200 Myr, the mean density
of the cloud rises significantly (upper right), increasing the density
contrast with respect to its local background. As a result, buoyant
support is increasingly lost, and the cloud begins to sink rapidly
towards the halo center. On similar timescales, the average tem-
perature correspondingly plummets (center left) by a factor of one
hundred, from ∼ 106.5 K to ∼ 104.6 K. The phase diagram (lower
right) shows that tracers which make up the cloud at z = 0.5, cold
and dense at the time of identification, have cooled from the diffuse
hot phase in the past, and will return to this hot phase in the future.2
It is clear, however, that some of the tracers reside in
cold/dense gas cells at earlier times, indicating that a progenitor
cloud exists. Gas making up the cloud is only briefly spatially lo-
calized (center right); we show a size measure defined as the max-
imum pairwise separation between tracers. At z = 0.5 this gas is
confined to a size of . 1 kpc, but disperses both forwards and back-
wards in time, rapidly distributing among & 100 kpc halo volumes.
Despite this apparent dispersal, for both hot and cold tracers,
it is clear that a coherent ‘core’ exists, particularly in the past. This
progenitor cloud is visible in the thick bundle of trajectories in halo-
centric distance versus time (marked with the orange arrow), and in
the spatial trajectories of the tracers themselves (lower left). Here,
blue again denotes times prior to z = 0.5, and red the behavior into
the future, with the halo center marked by the black dot. This co-
herent core, which infalls from the left, is both cold and dense at
much earlier times, and suggests that the cloud has formed through
a stimulated cooling/accretion onto this initially overdense seed.
After t = 0 the majority of the mass accretes towards the halo
center and comes into small radii orbits, while some is ejected to
larger distances, either dynamically or due to energy injection from
the central supermassive black hole. The portion of this cold gas
which reaches the center of the galaxy will fuel subsequent star-
formation and supermassive black hole growth.
Backwards in time the cloud has a complex assembly history,
as evidenced in Figure 13. Here we show the evolving gas structure
of the cloud, from z = 0.5 to 1 Gyr prior, through a series of time
panels of the HI column density in a small ∼ 15 kpc field of view.
The cloud undergoes both fragmentation and mergers with other
clouds. It exists as an identifiable and discrete cloud for more than
one billion years. Although almost all of the gas (tracers) which
comprise this cloud at z = 0.5 are completely in the hot phase 1
Gyr ago, the cloud has a clear cold progenitor at this time. The ul-
timate source of the initial perturbation is not entirely clear. By the
time all the original tracers are widely distributed elsewhere in the
hot gas, the progenitor cold cloud is associated with a large collec-
tion of other clouds, co-spatially related to a satellite galaxy which
accreted at even earlier times. This implies that the seed cloud (i) is
a fragment of a tidal or ram-pressure stripped tail, or (ii) cooled as
a result of perturbations in, or near, satellite galaxy gas – i.e. group
environmental processes (Gauthier 2013; O’Sullivan et al. 2018).
A detailed look at the motion of tracers into and out of the
assembling cloud shows that there is a high cycling of material,
whereby stripping and mixing of cold gas back into the hot phase
competes with accretion and cooling into the cold phase. Cold gas
clouds at any instant in time have been seeded by the existence
of cold clouds in the past, but the gas which resides in the cold
phase has become cold in the not so distant past. This strong cy-
cling of mass between phases implies that tracers selected in the
original cloud do not have much information about the original per-
turbation. Once a population of cold clouds exist, they also tend to
2 The narrow feature visible at nH > 1 cm−3 is the equation of state for
star-forming gas in the TNG model. Some tracers briefly occupy such high
density gas during their evolution, however we have explicitly checked that
clouds are dispersed by hydrodynamical processes and not by supernovae
feedback, as no wind-phase outflows are generated.
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Figure 12. Time evolution of cloud properties. We follow all the member tracer particles in an identified structure, starting at z = 0.5, going backwards in
time to z = 0.6 (‘t < 0’, mean shown in blue; median dotted) as well as forwards in time to z = 0.4 (‘t > 0’, mean in red; median dotted). Circles mark the
time intervals between subbox snapshots, which are approximately six million years. Individual tracers are shown in faint black lines. Upper left: distance
from the halo center. The cloud is accelerating from the halo outskirts towards the center. The gas which accumulates to make this cloud is seeded by a core
which is already coherent 500 Myr ago. Upper right: physical gas density. The gas is densest around the time the cloud is identified, while tracers exist in
both cold-dense and hot-diffuse phases at earlier and later times. Center left: temperature evolution, where the average drops rapidly over the past ∼ 200 Myr,
from ∼ 106.5 K to ∼ 104 K. Center right: size evolution, defined as the maximum separation between members. The dashed line shows the size evolution of
gas which remains cold. Gas which makes up the cloud is spatially localized at z = 0.5, but this mass disperses rapidly in time to occupy large fractions of the
halo volume. Lower left: Spatial evolution, showing individual tracer tracks, relative to the evolving halo center (black dot). Lower right: evolution in the
temperature-density phase diagram, with the z = 0.5 mean position marked by the white circle. The narrow feature at high density is the star-forming EOS.
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Figure 13. Visualization of the time evolution of the gas structure of a cold cloud. Time progresses from left to right, spanning the 1 Gyr prior to z = 0.5
(rightmost panel), and the color shows neutral HI column density. The shrinking center position of the cloud is marked with the circle, which has a constant
size equal to the z = 0.5 half mass radius. Individual white crosses mark the locations of all member tracers which remain in the field of view (fraction given in
the upper right corner), which is 15 ckpc across and along the line of sight. This cloud undergoes numerous mergers and fragmentations, with a high cycling
of gas between phases, into and out of the cloud. The binary merger at ∆t ∼ −900 Myr combines two progenitor cloud seeds which exist at even earlier times.
self-perpetuate and form structures at a small scale, by continually
breaking up and colliding with one another.
As the cloud falls inward, with appreciable velocity, it clearly
accretes hot gas from its forward looking direction, i.e. the hot
medium into which it moves. As its orbit becomes more stationary
in space (e.g. at apocenter) and its motion with respect to the halo
center/background gas is reduced, the cloud accretes hot gas much
more isotropically. This cloud is a single case study, we have veri-
fied through inspection of numerous similar tracks that its evolution
reflects the common behavior of cold clouds. Although clouds on
less radially plunging orbits may experience less heating, the con-
tinual mixing in of new gas and the long-term survival and growth
of initial cold cloud seeds is the norm.
To be quantitative we undertake a global tracer analysis of
halo gas. For every tracer in the CGM we determine its accre-
tion time, determined as the most recent rvir crossing time, and the
accretion ‘mode’, segregating between (i) smooth from the IGM,
(ii) stripped/ejected from a galaxy prior to its infall, or (iii) merger
(following Nelson et al. 2015). The last is defined as all gas grav-
itationally bound to a satellite at its infall time. We contrast gas
which comprises cold clouds versus the hot halo at z = 0.5. First,
cold cloud gas has accreted, on average, more recently, with a me-
dian accretion redshift of z ∼ 0.87 versus z ∼ 0.96, a difference
of 400 Myr. This deviation increases for gas in the outer halo. Sec-
ond, cold cloud gas has a somewhat smaller fractional contribution
from smooth accretion, ∼ 5% versus ∼ 12%, and a correspondingly
larger contribution from merging satellites, ∼ 78% versus ∼ 69%.
Stripped origin gas makes up the remaining ∼ 20% in both cases.
Together, these points support the strong role of gas stripped from
infalling satellites as a dominant contributor to CGM cold clouds.
This seeded growth may be related to the mechanism for cool
gas formation proposed by Gronke & Oh (2018), who investigated
the growth of a pre-existing, overdense gas cloud within a constant
velocity outflow. That work found that clouds can stimulate mix-
ing with the surrounding hot phase and thereby increase the total
cold gas mass (see also Marinacci et al. 2010). However, unlike in
a galactic outflow, velocity structure in the extended CGM is pri-
marily driven by gravity, as is the relative velocity between phases.
We therefore estimate if the cold cloud seeds seen in the
TNG50 massive halos satisfy the relevant criterion, such that cold
gas clouds/tails should grow by a similar mechanism. To do so
we evaluate Eqn. 2 of Gronke & Oh (2018), which compares the
cooling time of an intermediate (mixed) phase of gas at the cloud-
background interface, tcool,mix, to the destruction timescale of such
a cold cloud, tcc. These analytical arguments lead to a minimum
cloud size Rcloud, such that tcool,mix/tcc < α = 1, given by
Rcloud >
vwind tcool,mix
χ1/2
' 2pc T
5/2
cloud,4Mwind
P3 Λmix,−21.4
χ
100
. (2)
where Tcloud,4 = T/104 K and P3 = nT/(103 cm−3 K). We plug in
values for our regime, where the relative velocity between cold
seeds and the CGM is a few 100 km/s, such that the mach num-
ber M ∼ (100 km/s)/cs ∼ 0.2, where cs is the sound speed of the
background. The density contrast χ ∼ Thot/Tcold ∼ 103, and the
pressure is P = PCGM,hot such that P3 ∼ 1. Note that magnetic fields
are neglected in this estimate. The result is Rcloud ∼ 5 − 50 pc, im-
plying that a seed cold blob of size larger than this should entrain
more cold gas as it falls in. Clearly, all our cold clouds resolved
in the CGM of TNG50 halos are in this regime, and we would ex-
pect the mechanism of Gronke & Oh (2018) to operate. However,
whether or not cold clouds actually grow in this way remains un-
clear – Schneider et al. (2020) show with high-resolution wind sim-
ulations that outflowing cold clouds satisfying this same criterion
do not grow, and that the overall cold-phase gas mass decreases
rather than increases. The origin of this discrepancy remains un-
resolved, but is likely due to different assumptions on turbulence
and/or cooling in the background medium.
In our simulated halos there are additional cosmological per-
turbations which add to the realism, and the complexity, of the
problem. Importantly, halos as massive as LRG hosts frequently
host satellite galaxies, which act as strong perturbers to the back-
ground medium. These perturbations generate turbulence, facil-
itating cold cloud coalescence and fragmentation (Mohapatra &
Sharma 2019) and injecting gravitational energy (Subramanian
et al. 2006). At the same time, ram pressure stripping removes cold
interstellar gas, producing extended tidal tails and jellyfish galaxies
(Yun et al. 2019), leading to observable cold gas in intragroup me-
dia (Bielby et al. 2017; Poggianti et al. 2017; Nielsen et al. 2018;
Johnson et al. 2018). Stripped gas can also induce additional cool-
ing of the hot halo onto a central galaxy (Zhu et al. 2018).
It is not clear if mechanisms of cold-phase growth, typically
studied in the context of galactic outflows, also apply in the case of
this gravitational problem. We reiterate that the TNG model does
not include thermal conduction, and in TNG50 we will not resolve
the Field length of the cold phase, which in the absence of mitigat-
ing effects may be important for the long-term dynamics of a ther-
mally unstable gas (Koyama & Inutsuka 2004). Future idealized
studies of cold-phase evolution can take the cosmological outcomes
we find here as the starting point for more detailed, high-resolution
investigations of disruption, mixing, and survival.
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Figure 14. Comparison of neutral HI column densities around TNG50 LRG host halos and observational data of the LRG-RDR survey at 0.3 . z . 0.6. The
left panel shows NHI as a function of impact parameter (b), where large circles are the 21 observed galaxies, and small squares correspond to the 100 matched
analogs for each from the simulation. Note that agreement along the x-axis is by construction, while agreement along the y-axis represents model validation.
Observational limits are denoted by upward or downward triangles, and color corresponds to specific star formation rate (sSFR > 10−11 yr−1 in blue, otherwise
in red). The right panel shares the same y-axis, and repeats the same observations with errorbars – they are ordered in ascending impact parameter, horizontally
spaced for visual clarity. Under each data point we show the PDF of simulated NHI columns (colored lines) for the 100 matched TNG50 galaxies.
6 COMPARISONWITH OBSERVATIONS
We have so far not addressed the question of whether or not the cold
gas contents and structures observed in TNG50 halos are in any
way consistent with available observational data. In this section we
contrast against several datasets: the COS-LRG survey (Chen et al.
2018; Zahedy et al. 2019), the LRG-RDR survey (Berg et al. 2019),
the COS-Halos survey (Tumlinson et al. 2011; Werk et al. 2013),
and stacking results around the main SDSS LRG sample (Lan et al.
2014; Lan & Mo 2018). We focus exclusively on absorption, in
MgII as well as neutral HI, both of which trace cold ∼ 104 K gas.
We begin with Figure 14, which contrasts against LRG-RDR
with the observational comparison strategy of Nelson et al. (2018b).
In short, we construct a tailored ‘mock’ survey consisting of a sim-
ulated galaxy sample which is statistically consistent with the ob-
served galaxies. To do so, we create 100 survey realizations, match-
ing the stellar mass (assumed σ = 0.2 dex) and specific star forma-
tion rate (r < 30 pkpc values) of each of the 21 observed galaxies,
selecting from all central galaxies in the simulation snapshot con-
sistent with the observed redshift (spanning 0.28 < z < 0.61). For
each of these 2100 simulated galaxies, we measure a NHI column
density at the same impact parameter as the observed galaxy, tak-
ing a random position angle and random projection direction with
respect to the galaxy through a depth of ∆v = ±1000 km s−1.
The (dis)agreement varies between the observed LRGs. For
instance, the first PDF (red) shows moderate agreement and the sec-
ond (blue) demonstrates excellent agreement, since the observed
column falls near the peak of the PDF of predicted columns. On
the other hand, the fourth galaxy (orange) is entirely inconsistent,
as the predicted PDF is compact near NHI ∼ 1017 cm−2, while the
observations suggest only an upper limit of NHI < 1013 cm−2. To
be quantitative, we calculate a statistical measure λ ∈ [0, 1], simi-
lar to a p-value, defined either as (i) the integral of the normalized
area of the PDF consistent with a limit, or (ii) twice the smaller of
the two half-definite integrals bounded by the observed value, in
the case of a detection. If an observation lies near the peak of the
predicted PDF, λ → 1 (indicating good agreement), whereas if it
sits far into the tail, λ → 0 (indicating poor agreement). We find,
averaging across the observed sample, 〈λ〉 = 0.22+0.46−0.21, indicating
that the observed data and the simulations are not inconsistent at a
level which would be sufficient to conclude that the observed points
could not have been drawn from the simulated PDFs – rephrased,
the average tension is at the ∼ 1σ level. The agreement is better
for observational detections with 〈λ〉 = 0.26, and worse for upper
limits, 〈λ〉 = 0.19. We note that this level of agreement is worse
than that demonstrated in Nelson et al. (2018b) using the same pro-
cedure to compare OVI column densities versus COS-Halos data,
where we found 〈λ〉 ' 0.52, indicating rather good agreement. For
the TNG model there is more tension in the cold-phase contents of
the CGM than in the hotter ∼ 105.5 K phase traced by OVI, although
these comparisons apply to different halo mass regimes. Unfortu-
nately the small sample sizes of ∼ tens of LRGs currently available
in targeted surveys preclude a more concrete conclusion.
Repeating the same procedure for the COS-LRG survey of
16 systems (not shown for brevity), we find an average value of
〈λHI〉 = 0.34+0.42−0.32 in the case of the neutral HI column comparison.
This implies similar if slightly better agreement. For 11 of the 16
LRGs we also have NMgII measurements available and derive a cor-
responding 〈λMgII〉 = 0.24+0.26−0.02. There is only a marginal difference
between the consistency of HI and MgII for the COS-LRG sam-
ple. However, the distributions of MgII column densities reveal an
important point: a sightline either intersects a large column of cold
gas, or no cold gas at all – there is little room in-between. This is
evident visually from the MgII and HI distributions around our pro-
totypical halo, Figures 2 and 3, where a sightline either intersects
(one or more) cloud(s), or it does not, and passes only through the
diffuse hot halo gas (which itself could have a small though ob-
servable signature of coronal Lyα absorption; Richter 2020). This
is consistent with the conclusion of Berg et al. (2019) who argue
that the observed non-continuous NHI distribution implies LRGs
exhibit either higher HI column density gas, or not much at all. We
therefore expect that the covering fraction κMgII should be reason-
ably low, but that every detection should be strong.
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Figure 15. Cumulative covering fractions of HI (left) and MgII (right) for the halo mass bin 1013.2 − 1013.8 M. In both cases, the background color shows
the fraction of sightlines at that impact parameter which would intersect a column density NHI,MgII or higher. We compare to COS-LRG (Zahedy et al. 2019),
LRG-RDR (Berg et al. 2019), and COS-Halos (red galaxies only; Werk et al. 2013) observations. The solid white line shows the median NHI(b) (left panel,
with 1σ scatter band) from TNG50. The corresponding NMgII(b) relation is shown in the right panel (dashed line), contrasted against the median MgII column
density trend restricted to sightlines which intersect a nonzero abundance of MgII (solid line). We adopt a uniform projection depth of ∆v = ± 500 km/s.
6.1 Covering fractions of cold gas tracers
Figure 15 outlines the predicted covering fraction of cold gas
around massive halos in TNG50. The left panel shows neutral HI,
and the right panel MgII. In both cases we consider the plane of
(N, b), column density versus impact parameter, showing with the
color the covering fraction κ for the threshold > NHI,MgII at that
particular distance. We include the COS-LRG (white), LRG-RDR
(red), and COS-Halos red/quiescent (orange) datasets, although the
latter is only for reference, as these targets are much lower mass
than LRGs (M? ∼ 1010.8 M versus ∼ 1011.3 M on average).
At a particular column, the covering fraction of neutral HI
drops rapidly with distance, as we move horizontally across the left
panel. For instance, we find that sightlines exceed the LLS bound-
ary of NHI = 1017 cm−2 & 70 percent of the time for b . 20 kpc, but
this drops to κ ' 50 percent for b ' 50 kpc. A random sightline at
an impact parameter of 100 kpc from the halo center will intersect
a LLS with only ∼ 30 percent probability. This value decreases
to κ . 10 percent for a DLA NHI > 1020.3 cm−2 column density.
Similarly, at a given impact parameter, the covering fraction de-
creases rapidly with increasing column density. The median curve
of NHI(b) for the simulated halos has three distinct regimes: neutral
HI columns decrease (i) moderately fast with distance for d < 50
kpc, (ii) rapidly for 50 kpc < d < 80 kpc, and (iii) plateau to a near
constant NHI ∼ 1014 cm−2 for d > 100 kpc. The variation, between
different sightlines and different halos, is significant. The scatter
indicated by the two thin white lines (the lower inside the yellow
region) is large – strong absorbers are frequently intersected even
when the median column density at a given impact parameter may
be orders of magnitude lower.
The behavior of κMgII is qualitatively similar, with the notable
exception that there is no ‘minimum’ column density encountered
with high probability. Overall, the chance of intersecting an ob-
servable column (i.e. NMgII & 1012 cm−2) is low, never exceeding
κ ∼ 0.6. Most of this NMgII(b) plane has much smaller covering
fractions, typically 20 − 50 percent for the regimes where sight-
lines around LRGs exist. The actual median column density drops
precipitously, reaching unobservably low values already by b ∼ 60
kpc (dashed white line), and this is due to the large fraction of (ef-
fectively) zero column sightlines. As discussed above, this occurs
because there are two distinct possibilities: a sightline either in-
tersects one or more clouds and produces a strong absorber, or it
does not, passing through the diffuse hot halo gas. If we consider
only those sightlines which intersect cold gas, restricting to the col-
umn densities visible on this figure (NMgII > 1011 cm−2), the cor-
responding median profile differs substantially already for d & 20
kpc (solid white line). In this case, NMgII decreases relatively slowly
out to d ∼ 80 kpc and then flattens. If a sightline intersects a cold
cloud, then the median NMgII & 1014 cm−2 regardless of distance
for d < 200 kpc. The scatter is again large – roughly three or-
ders of magnitude – indicating the different absorption signatures
when a sightline intersects the outskirts versus central core of a
cold cloud, as well as a single, versus multiple, clouds. As a point
of observational reference, Zahedy et al. (2019) make an estimate
of Ncl = 3.7+0.6−0.4 clouds intersected per sightline within d < 100 kpc,
and Ncl = 2.2+0.9−0.5 for larger impact parameters.
It is difficult to make a quantitative comparison to the data
in this space. We note that the COS-LRG survey finds that strong
MgII absorbers with NMgII > 1013 cm−3 are common at d < 100
kpc, while absorbers at d & 100 kpc have significantly lower
columns which are actually always lower than this threshold. For
d < 100 kpc COS-LRG estimates a covering fraction of κMgII =
0.60+0.25−0.30, with κMgII ∼ 0 − 0.2 at d = 100 − 160 kpc, for the same
column threshold, and both with large uncertainties (Zahedy et al.
2019). Considering the outer halo as a whole, the qualitative com-
parison with TNG50 implies that the simulated covering fraction
may be lower – there are eight detections, but only two upper lim-
its – whereas the actual NMgII values are on average higher than
COS-LRG detections. The poor number statistics are again limit-
ing, and to be more definitive we consider the different regime of
MgII detections in spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.
Figure 16 makes a quantitative comparison of the covering
fraction of MgII around LRGs between TNG50 and the SDSS
stacking results of Lan et al. (2014) and Lan & Mo (2018). For
simplicity, and to boost the statistics of massive halos from the sim-
ulation side, we stack together all galaxies in the total halo mass
range 1013.2 − 1013.8 M at three redshifts partially covering the ob-
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Figure 16. Covering fraction of ‘strong’ MgII absorbers as a function of impact parameter, compared to various observational datasets. For simplicity we
stack all halos in the mass range 1013.2 − 1013.8 M at z ∈ {0.4, 0.5, 0.6} (to boost statistics) and project MgII columns through a depth of ∆v = 1000 km/s. The
red line is meant to be compared against Lan & Mo (2018) with an equivalent width cut of > 0.4 Å, while the green line should be compared against Lan et al.
(2014) for EW > 1.0 Å. Additional points from Bowen & Chelouche (2011) and Zahedy et al. (2019) are included for reference.
served range, z ∈ {0.4, 0.5, 0.6}. We note that the statistics of the
observations in this case far exceed those of the simulations, con-
taining thousands to hundreds of thousands of LRG-absorber pairs.
The observations show, surprisingly, that the passive LRG sample
is surrounded by non-negligible covering fractions of cool MgII
gas, even out to appreciable distances. In particular, for 100 < d .
500 kpc (i.e. the inner rvir/2 CGM), the covering fraction remains
at ∼ 10 percent for strong (> 1 Å) absorbers, and 20 − 50 percent
for weaker (> 0.4 Å) absorbers (Lan & Mo 2018).
Unfortunately, we cannot exactly match the equivalent width
thresholds of the data, because we directly compute mock column
densities and do not produce synthetic absorption spectra (e.g. Op-
penheimer & Dave´ 2006). The curve of growth of MgII 2796,2803
implies that the 1 Å threshold (dark squares) should be compared to
N = 1016 −1017 cm−2 (green line) while the 0.4 Å cut (dark circles)
should be compared to a column density between N = 1013 − 1016
cm−2 (red line). These ranges cover reasonable Doppler b param-
eters for the narrow linewidths of MgII absorbers around LRGs,
3 − 15 km s−1, but it is difficult to be more precise. In the future,
comparisons in spectral/wavelength space will allow us to assess
the thermal state of absorbing gas, probe line-of-sight kinematics,
and enable a comparison of the number of discrete absorbers (i.e.
clouds) found along sightlines.
With these caveats in mind, we find overall that simulated cov-
ering fraction profiles are broadly consistent with the observations.
In particular, they exhibit non-negligible covering fractions even
out to ∼ 100s of kpc away from LRGs. There may be an excess
of cold, MgII-traced gas in the very centers of halos, d < 20 kpc,
but data is sparse. There may be a dearth of absorption at large
distances, d > 400 kpc, but we reiterate that in this regime cos-
mological projection effects become relevant (i.e. a 2-halo term).
Random background absorbers contribute a floor of κMgII ∼ 0.01
(Huang et al. 2016). The individual bumps and wiggles in the
TNG50 curves reflect the limited statistics, where individual galax-
ies in projection modulate the results at large impact parameter.
These observational comparisons have an important conse-
quence for the size-scale of cold gas. In particular, theoretical ar-
guments exist for very small characteristic cold gas cloud sizes,
including the cs tcool ∼ 0.1 pc length-scale proposed by (McCourt
et al. 2018). As previously noted, any physical mechanism pro-
ducing gas structure with very small physical scales ( 100 pc)
would not be resolved in TNG50. That is, our spatial resolution is
roughly 1000 times worse than 0.1 pc. However, the broad agree-
ment between TNG50 and observational constraints on the cov-
ering fractions of cold gas surrounding LRGs demonstrates that
such sub-parsec gas structures are not required to explain absorp-
tion line data. That is, the ‘large’ gas clouds investigated herein,
with characteristic sizes ∼ 100 pc − 1 kpc and above, provide an
explanation for observations. We conclude that either (i) the idea
of this small characteristic length scale is not quantitatively cor-
rect, a ‘fog’ of cloudlets remaining qualitatively supported by our
resolution trends, or (ii) for observables such as column densities,
covering fractions, and line-of-sight kinematics it is not necessary
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Figure 17. Resolution convergence: visual impression of the distribution and covering fraction of cold MgII-bearing gas in a 1013.5 M halo at z = 0.5,
focused on the upper-left quadrant of this system. From left to right: TNG50-1 through TNG50-4, each simulation decreasing by a factor of eight (two) in
mass (spatial) resolution. Note that this is exactly the same halo, matched between runs. The overall abundance of cold gas in the CGM of LRGs decreases
rapidly with worse numerical resolution, while the individual clouds also grow larger and fewer in number.
to resolve such a small characteristic scale, as they arise from or are
dominated by larger gas structures.
We conclude by returning to the question of numerical reso-
lution, the existence of small-scale cold gas clouds in TNG50, and
the inferences available from observations. The three lower green
lines (dotted, dashed, and dot-dashed) in Figure 16 show the res-
olution progression of TNG50-2, TNG50-3, and TNG50-4. Each
resolution step corresponds to a factor of eight in mass, or two in
space, such that TNG50-1 has eight times higher spatial resolution
than TNG50-4. We see that the covering fraction of MgII increases
monotonically with increasingly better numerical resolution. This
is similar to the finding that the covering fraction of cold (neutral)
gas in the CGM of lower-mass galaxies also increases strongly with
numerical resolution (Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2016). Similar to the
trend with the total number of cold CGM clouds seen in Figure
8, there is little indication that the result is converged even at the
resolution of TNG50-1. The implication is that, while larger cold
clouds may be realistically resolved at a given resolution, the size
of the smallest structures will be set by numerical limits.
Figure 17 shows a visual representation of the resolution de-
pendence of the cold CGM around LRGs. We emphasize the upper-
left quadrant of a single 1013.5 M halo, the three circles marking
{0.05, 0.1, 0.25} × rvir. The four panels, from left to right, show
the same matched halo, at the same time, in the four runs of the
TNG50 resolution series. The overall mass (abundance) of cold
gas, as traced by MgII, drops rapidly with decreasing numerical
resolution. The qualitative large-scale structure is similar between
runs, implying a cosmological accretion origin. At the same time its
small-scale morphology changes: individual cold clouds are larger,
and fewer in number. Ultimately, even higher dynamic range cos-
mological simulations will be invaluable to unravel the cold-phase
of the CGM within the context of the cosmic baryon cycle.
7 SUMMARY
In this paper we use the TNG50 cosmological magneto-
hydrodynamical simulation (Nelson et al. 2019b; Pillepich et al.
2019) to explore the abundance and origin of cold ∼ 104 K gas in
the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of massive, ∼ 1013 − 1013.5 M
halos at z = 0.5, the regime of observed luminous red galaxies
(LRGs). The high resolution of TNG50 enables us to discover that
these halos are filled with large amounts of cold gas, as traced by
neutral HI as well as MgII. Our main findings are:
• Although the ∼ 1013 − 1013.5 M dark matter halos hosting
massive galaxies are filled with a hot, virialized plasma at ∼ 107 K,
we discover that they also contain a large abundance of cold gas
with a characteristic temperature of ∼ 104 K. This cold-phase of
the CGM takes the form of thousands of small, ∼ kpc sized clouds,
which fill the inner halo out to hundreds of kpc.
• The total amount of cold gas, both neutral HI and MgII, in-
creases monotonically with increasing halo mass. The median col-
umn density NMgII also rises, at all impact parameters, with increas-
ing halo mass, particularly at large radii. As a result, the median
radial profiles of NMgII become more extended (flatter) moving up
to the group-mass scale of ∼ 1013.5 M halos.
• The hydrodynamical resolution of TNG50 within cold clouds,
in contrast to the low-density background hot halo, is high: their
cores are resolved by gas cells as small as 200 physical parsecs,
increasing to ∼ 500 pc in the cloud-interface regions.
• Cold CGM clouds are not in (thermal) pressure equilibrium.
They are severely thermally underpressurized, but have enormous
magnetic pressure, with plasma β = Pgas/PB  1 on average, a
natural consequence of flux freezing during collapse. The initial
formation, non-linear evolution, and long-term morphology of cold
gas may be strongly influenced by the presence of magnetic fields.
• Cold CGM clouds in TNG50 have typical radii of ∼ 0.5 − 1
kpc, and sub-solar metallicities of ∼ Z/2. They are predomi-
nantly infalling towards the halo center, not outflowing. Their in-
ternal structure reveals cold cores surrounded by a short tcool, in-
flowing, intermediate temperature gas phase. This pressure-driven,
local cooling flow leads to cold-phase growth in the CGM.
• A Lagrangian tracer analysis shows that these cold clouds are
seeded by strong local density perturbations with δρ/ρ¯  1, trig-
gering rapid cooling via thermal instability. These overdensities act
as ‘seeds’ and stimulate additional cooling as they accrete through
the halo. These initial seeds commonly arise due to perturbations
from infalling, tidally and ram-pressure stripped satellite galaxies.
• Although the classic tcool/tff < {1, 10} criteria are not glob-
ally satisfied in the hot halo because of weak entropy stratifica-
tion/gradients, perturbations are locally surrounded by an interme-
diate phase of mixed, rapidly cooling tcool/tff < 10 gas.
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• After formation, cold clouds undergo repeated collisions
(mergers) with other cold clouds, as well as fragmentation. The gas
which makes up the cold-phase at any moment of time has not been
cold long: clouds continually mix with the background medium,
leading to a rapid cycling between hot and cold phases. Chemical
mixing is, however, incomplete – cold clouds are typically metal
enriched with respect to the local background of hot halo gas.
• Cold clouds are not efficiently disrupted or mixed away. In
contrast, they are long-lived and typically survive over cosmologi-
cal, &Gyr timescales.
• The abundance of cold gas as well as its structure is a strong
function of numerical resolution. The total number of cold clouds
continues to increase for higher resolution simulations, resulting in
higher covering fractions. It is unlikely that TNG50 has reached the
convergent state of the cold-phase CGM.
• Contrasting against observational constraints we broadly find
that TNG50 produces the sufficiently high covering fractions of ex-
tended, cold gas as seen in data. Quantitative comparisons of pre-
dicted HI column densities with the LRG-RDR survey, as well as
HI and MgII columns from the COS-LRG survey, reveal no signifi-
cant tensions. The covering fractions of MgII around SDSS LRGs,
from ∼ 20 kpc to ∼ 500 kpc, are also reasonably consistent, agree-
ing to 10% or better even at large radii.
Modern high-resolution cosmological simulations like
TNG50 appear to naturally reproduce the surprising observation
that massive quenched galaxies are surrounded by large amounts
of cold gas in their circumgalactic medium. At the same time,
the issue of convergence remains difficult. TNG50 demonstrates
that its mgas ' 8 × 104 M resolution is a minimum to resolve
the observed cold-phase structure, but we are working at its
limits. We must ultimately determine the convergent properties
of the cold CGM, confirm the observed origin and survivability
characteristics, and understand if small-scale structure is truly
important, for the CGM and the galaxy itself.
Future simulations with even higher dynamic range will make
it possible to access spatial scales previously reserved for idealized,
non-cosmological cloud-scale experiments. They will also enable
explorations of additional physical mechanisms neglected in the
TNG model (including thermal conduction, cosmic rays, and ra-
diative effects) to ultimately unravel the physics of the cold-phase
of the circumgalactic medium.
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